Does prompt treatment of urinary tract infection in preschool children prevent renal scarring: mixed retrospective and prospective audits
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ABSTRACT

Objective To test whether active management of urinary tract infections (UTI) in young children by general practitioners can reduce kidney scarring rates.


Main outcome measures Kidney scarring rates, and their relationship with time-to-treat.

Results Children with a first UTI in the 2000s compared to those in the 1990s, were referred younger, were half as likely to have a renal scar (girls OR 0.47, 95% CI 0.29 to 0.76; boys 0.35, 0.16 to 0.81), and were about 12 times more likely to have vesicoureteric reflux without scarring (girls 11.9, 4.3 to 33.5; boys 14.4, 4.3 to 47.6). In the 2000s, general practitioners treated about half the children at first consultation. Children who were treated within 3 days of their symptoms starting were one-third as likely to scar as those whose symptoms lasted longer (0.33, 0.12 to 0.72).

Interpretation Most kidney defects seen in children after UTIs, are acquired scars, and in Newcastle, active management in primary care has halved this rate.

INTRODUCTION

Until 2007, most GPs had based their management of childhood urinary tract infections (UTI) upon the 1991 guidelines.1 We published general practitioners’ (GP) practices2 and referral, and kidney scarring rates3 in 1997, and then introduced an alternative direct-access (DA) management system which integrated primary and secondary care. Here, a nurse-coordinator encouraged more active diagnosis, treatment and direct referral for renal imaging, with paediatricians becoming involved only in abnormal cases. A randomised controlled trial in 2003 showed that children were referred younger, and infants were identified with vesicoureteric reflux (VUR) without scarring.4 We speculated, controversially,5 that they may have had scarring prevented by very prompt antibiotic prescribing,6 supported by animal7 8 and clinical evidence9 that suggests a therapeutic window of ≤3 days. Newcastle then introduced the DA model as a service provision, and we prospectively audited its impact from 2004.

Part-way through this audit, National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE)10 and others,11 introduced unpiloted guidelines which were designed to reduce the imaging burden.12 When they were implemented in other parts of our health region, they changed clinical practice in a way that would have prevented us from completing our study, so we agreed not to introduce them until our audit was finished. These are our results.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

1990s: We retrospectively audited the 154 000 children aged <16 years in Newcastle and adjacent health districts during 1992–1995 with a first recognised UTI,3 as defined in figure 2. All were imaged according to 1991 recommendations1 with an ultrasound and delayed dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA) scan, while infants <1 year and children who presented and had recurrences while aged between 1 year and 4 years also had a micturating cystogram (MCUG).

2000s: The Newcastle primary care trust adopted our published DA model4 as their service for 70 800 children managed by GPs, walk-in centres and emergency departments. We prospectively audited its impact on children born from 01/01/2004, which did not require ethics committee
approval. The 1990s imaging protocol was only modified by replacing MCUGs with indirect radionuclide mercaptoacetyltriglycerine (MAG3) cystography for children aged over 3.5 years. The DA service nurse encourages GPs to commence antibiotics on clinical suspicion of a UTI immediately after a diagnostic urine sample has been collected, and then to stop in culture-negative cases. She encourages the use of a urine phase-contrast microscopy service in the hospital’s acute assessment unit to assist in making rapid, confident diagnoses in some cases. She also telephones for full details of incomplete referrals, to provide feedback, and to continually update training. We recorded the time (days) between the GP’s estimate of the onset of symptoms and attendance at surgery (attendance interval) and from then to the prescription of antibiotics (prescription interval), and summed them to define the total symptom-to-prescription interval.

We assume that children with VUR exposed to further UTIs are at risk of acquiring new scars, so we counsel parents to seek medical attention quickly if more symptoms occur, including pain on voiding, fever, and so on. Hence, we studied around 35,200 children born in 2004 for up to 8 years, those born in 2005 for up to 7 years, and so on. Hence, we studied around 35,200 children during their first year of life, 30,800 during their second year, down to just over 4,400 during their eighth year.

Analysis

We have analysed the girls’ and boys’ data separately as they have different risk factors for UTIs. The probabilities of referral were estimated using population sizes and, for those aged ≤ 8 years, compared between the 1990s and 2000s using a likelihood ratio test which assumed that the counts followed a Poisson distribution and which allowed for the different observation patterns outlined above. The incidence of focal scars and of VUR among those referred was assessed using a logistic regression model which allowed for the age of the child as well as the difference between the 1990s and 2000s. To avoid problems of convergence with the small numbers of cases in some analyses, the models were fitted using Firth’s bias-corrected method using the programme brglm in R.

Within the 2000s cohort, referral and treatment intervals were compared between children with different imaging outcomes using a cumulative proportional odds model for ordinal data, fitted using the programme polr in R.

RESULTS

Referrals

Similar proportions of children aged <8 years were referred with UTIs during the 1990s and 2000s (girls 8.7% vs 10.6%; boys 3.0% vs 3.1%), but they were referred younger in the 2000s (figure 1; likelihood-ratio test, p<0.001 for both). In total, 2,262 children were imaged during the 1990s, and 1,664 during the 2000s (figure 2).

Focal scars

The number of children with focal DMSA defects consistent with renal scarring fell from the 1990s to the 2000s (girls, 0.43% vs 0.18%; boys 0.14% vs 0.05%; black bars in figure 3). Those referred with a UTI during the 2000s were less than half as likely to have a scar as earlier (age-adjusted OR 0.47 and 95% CI 0.29 to 0.76, p=0.002 for girls; 0.35, and 0.16 to 0.81, p=0.014 for boys).

Thirty children had scarred kidneys in the 2000s cohort, of which 4 (13%) were bilateral. Of 34 scarred kidneys, 22 (65%) had multiple defects, and 8 (24%) had ultrasound abnormalities. One 4-year-old girl had severe hypertension which resolved after unilateral nephrectomy, and an 18-month-old boy had bilateral scarring and chronic renal impairment. Of the 25 referred for VUR, 15 were positive (7 bilaterally), mostly at grades 2 or 3 (table 1). Two of five children followed up by MAG3 cystography have outgrown their reflux. Five toddlers with scars have not had an MCUG, but are being managed as if they do have reflux until they are old enough to cooperate with MAG3 cystography.

VUR without scarring

During the 1990s, three infants had isolated grade 2 VUR without scarred kidneys (approximately 0.02% of girls and 0.01% of boys; grey bars in figure 3), which they outgrew without acquiring any scars. During the 2000s, this had risen to 103 children (66 girls), approximately 0.39% of girls and 0.22% of boys. Children referred now are about 12 times more likely to have isolated VUR than previously (age-adjusted OR 11.9 and 95% CI 4.3 to 33.5, p<0.001 for girls; 14.4, and 4.3 to 47.6, p<0.001 for boys). Most presented aged <1 year, and all were <4 years old. The reflux was bilateral in 59, and of
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similar severity to that in the children with scarring (table 1). Ultrasound examination showed dilatation in eight children, and a staghorn calculus in 1.

Twenty-five children with isolated VUR have had recurrent UTIs, of which 24 started treatment the day their symptoms began. One child who repeatedly presented after long delays had her VUR treated by endoscopic submucosal injection. All have normal repeat DMSA scans. Of 30 so far tested by MAG3 cystography, 18 of them have outgrown their reflux.

**Other abnormalities**

During the 2000s, 13 children (approximately 0.03% of girls and 0.05% of boys) had the following renal tract abnormalities; gross ureteric dilatation and bilateral renal dysplasia in 5 (3 with **Figure 2** Flow chart showing the imaging and management outcomes (both shaded in grey) of 2069 children born after 1 January 2004, that were referred to the direct access service in Newcastle with a possible urinary tract infection, through 2011. *Defined as a pure growth of \( \geq 10^5 \)/mL of E coli, Proteus, Klebsiella, Pseudomonas or Enterococcus species. **Five children have not been tested for vesicoureteric reflux (VUR) yet; being treated clinically as if they have VUR, and will have a delayed MAG3.*
Refer to the original article for detailed text.
The causative role of infection combined with VUR in producing scarring has been questioned because many paediatric reports (including our 1990s audit) have found that most renal parenchymal defects are present after the child’s first recognised UTI, and because until now there has been insufficient evidence that scars can be prevented by active management. Instead, many now consider that reflux and parenchymal defects may congenitally codevelop. If true, it would follow that active management and extensive imaging guidelines are inappropriate. However, we have shown here that very prompt active management reduces the number of children identified with DMSA defects, and more are recognised with VUR but no scarring. This is consistent with animal studies which have shown that treating UTIs within 3 days also prevents scarring. One clinical study which concluded that prompt treatment does not reduce renal scarring was restricted to a highly selected subgroup of children who had pyelonephritis and an abnormal acute DMSA scan, and may therefore not be applicable to unselected children with a UTI. Studies on the value of prophylactic antibiotic treatment remain inconclusive.

Figure 4  Number of days of intervals for parents to take their child with a urinary tract infection to their GP after the onset of their first symptoms, the interval for the GPs to then prescribe antibiotics, and the total days between the child developing symptoms and being prescribed antibiotics. The left-hand charts refer to children with normal renal tract imaging. On the right, the grey bars are for children with isolated vesicoureteric reflux, and the black ones are children with focal scars.
about the importance of responding urgently to possible recurrences, using a rapid diagnostic service, may be more valuable. We have found this approach to be highly effective for all children with VUR under our care, including those identified by screening because of a family history of VUR.\textsuperscript{28}

To replicate the Newcastle experience of halving the number of children developing kidney scars would require doctors to manage young children with UTIs more actively, and to reflect this in national guidelines.\textsuperscript{10, 11} Especially important would be the need to establish treatment time-scale targets with strategies to achieve them while minimising antibiotics overuse, including promoting accurate rapid diagnosis with easy-access phase-contrast microscopy services to immediately exclude most uninfected samples and reduce contamination rates.\textsuperscript{14} Also, imaging protocols would need to be altered to allow targeted management, and to determine when children outgrow their VUR, and the risk of acquired scarring. An alternative strategy to minimise imaging by treating every child with a very severe UTI urgently, at any age,\textsuperscript{9} would in the UK require additional resources and infrastructure. Sustaining this vigilance without knowing a child had an increased personal scarring risk may be difficult. The morbidity caused by paediatric kidney scarring is mainly seen in adult life (though hypertension and chronic renal failure were identified in children in this audit), when the typical picture of ‘chronic pyelonephritis’ evolves. Our DA primary care catchment population forms approximately 10% of the old UK Northern Health Region, and within that, approximately one adult per month receives a kidney transplant for pyelonephritis, while many more wait on dialysis. We hope that these numbers will decrease in the future by actively managing small children with UTI.

Our findings raise many important questions. Perhaps the most important is how low can the kidney scarring rate fall? Could some or all the children who were treated at ≥4 days and who had scarring have had this prevented by earlier treatment, and if so how could this be best achieved? Our data suggest that we need especially to develop strategies to reduce the time that many more wait on dialysis. We hope that these numbers will decrease in the future by actively managing small children with UTI.
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